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Abstract: Since the FMEF did not have a mission, a formal drawing
verification program was not developed, however, a verification proce$s
on essential electrical single 1ine drawings and panel schedules was
established to benefit the operations lock and tag program and to
enhance the electrical safety culture of the facility. The purpose of
this document is to provide a basis by which future landlords and
cognizant personnel can understand the degree of verification performed
on the electrical single 1ines and panel schedules. It is the intent
that this document be revised or replaced by a more formal requirements
document if a mission is identified for the FMEF.
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1.0 SCOPE

To provide a historical account of the field verification
process performed on the FMEF Electrical Single Line
Diagrams and Panel Schedules.

2.0 PURPOSE

Since the FMEF did not have a mission, a formal drawing
verification program was not developed, however, a
verification process on eesential electrical eingle line
drawings and panel schedules was established to benefit the
operations lock and tag program and to enhance the
electrical safety culture of the facility. The purpose of
this document is to provide a baeis by which future
landlords and cognizant personnel can understand the degree
of verification performed on the electrical single lines and
panel schedules. This document is written as a historical
account of the verification process rather than a
requirements procedure. It is the intent that this document
be revised or replaced by a more formal requirements
procedure if a mission ie identified for the FMEF. It must
be noted that the confidence levels established for these
drawinge may not be valid if configuration control is not
maintained after facility shutdown.

3.0 BACKGROUND

The single line and panel schedule verification process has
been a continuing process which began in 1990. It was an
informal procese eince a rigid requirements document was not
specifically developed for the effort, however, the ultimate
goal of the procees was the same, to obtain drawinge that
matched the field, and be used with a certain degree of
confidence and to enhance the electrical safety of the
facility. The results were used to develop new CAD drawings
of the facility single lines and panel schedules.
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The load verifications were primarily performed by
Operations using the Job Control System. Formal work
packages such as 4M-90-104/W, 4M-91-207/M, 4M-92-219/W and
4M-97-192jW were written to perform various aspects of the
verification process, but much of the work was also
performed by use of J3’s. The technical verifications were
performed by the cognizant engineer and the facility
electrician as panels and other electrical equipment were
opened for inspection. Thev also sulmorted the urocess bv

4.0

r;solving discrepancies fou;d by Opei&ions duri;g the -
effort.

Information obtained from completed facility P14sin which
equipment was tagged out through the lock and tag program
through tag outs from completed electrical work packages
were also used ae input to the verification process.

VERIFICATION PROCESS

or

There were two aspects associated with the verification
process. First, the verification of equipment nameplate
data and the installed hardware were compared to the
drawing. Information such as bus size, voltage rating,
number of phasee, frequency, short circuit rating, breaker
ratings, related component and pertinsnt information were
verified. This part attempted to verify the technical
aspects of the equipment.

In a few cases, the technical information was not available,
lost or not consistent with design documents and the field.
In these caeee, an engineering evaluation had to be made
with the available information and the manufacturer was
often consulted. For example, several Federal Pacific
Electric power distribution panels on the 70’ level did not
have nameplates. The distribute was called who sent
catalog cuts, design information and pictures of a panel
that was manufactured during the time period that matched
the exiting installation identifying it as a FPE, Type LDP
panel. That aspect of the panel was considered verified.
In another example, the volt-amp rating of the control
transformer in a Westinghouse MCC starter had faded or was
missing, however, the same type of transformer was used in
several other Westinghouse MCCS of the same type, size and
function and vendor information indicate that they are of
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the same specifications, therefore, the transformer was
considered verified.

The second part of the process involved the verification of
the loads supplied by the breaker. Since the FMEF did not
have a mieeion, many of the process loade were not
operational, some were not tested and others were
inaccessible. For theee reasons, load verification was
performed in several different ways. Primarily, the supply
breaker was used to energize and deenergize the load. If
this was not poeeible, other methods such as using a trace
signal to *#ringouttlwires, visually tracing wires from
supply to load, using design drawings and other available
technical information or a combination of these methods were
utilized. As a result, confidence levels were developed to
deecribe the degree of verification performed on the
drawing. This part attempted to verify that the breaker
listed eupplies the load described.

For loads that could not be energized or deenergized,
visually traced or Urang out!!,an evaluation was made usin9
the best information obtained from the verification procese
and compared it with other supporting design documentation.
For example, a duct heater is inaccessible but conduit
containing the supply wires can be seen from the panel to
the heater and there are no junctions in the conduit. The
heater was considered verified. In another example, the
duct heater is inaccessible and conduit containing the
supply wires can be seen from the panel but part of the
installation is embedded in concrete or concealed between
walls, but other supporting design drawings show the
installation and there is reason to believe that the drawing
is correct. The heater was considered verified. However,
if design documents do not provide sufficient information
and an engineering evaluation must be made, the heater may
still be considered verified @.IJto a lessor confidence
level as the previous example.

Operations personnel performed the load verifications by
physically operating breakers in the field and checking off
the loads on the drawing as they were tested. Discrepancies
noted were forwarded to the cog engineer for resolution.
The cognizant engineer and the facility electrician
performed the technical verification by opening electrical
equipment and checking the nameplate information to verify
the equipment technical data and by “red lining’!the latest
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drawings. Discrepancies noted by Operation that required
engineering or electrician assistance were also addressed
using the verification methods described earlier. The cog
engineer subsequently consolidated comments and iesued
direct changes to the drawings using the ECN process. Work
packages were also generated to correct hardware
diecrepanciee in cases where the drawing wae found to be
correct.

5.0 VERIFICATION CONFIDENCE LEVELS

Due to budget constraints and manpower availability, less
emphasis was placed on verifying process loads that were
deferred or not in use due to a lack of facility mieeion;
and efforte were focueeed on building loade that were most
utilized, but the ultimate goal was to eventually verify all
loads. The verification effort was a continuing procees and
confidence levels were developed based on the level of
verification performed on each drawing or piece of
equipment. The verification confidence levele are described
briefly below as they apply to the single line and panel
schedule drawings.

5.1 ELECTRICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGWQ4S

Single line drawinge are diagrammatic in nature. They
show by meane of single lines and graphic symbols, the
course of the electrical system and the major component
devices used therein. The technical specification of
the major components of the system such as eize,
ratinge and capacities are typically shown. Less
significant components, routing, connection
information, controls and other details are normally
not provided depending on the type of equipment
described.

There were two aspects to the verification process for
single line diagrams. First, the verification of the
technical aspects of the equipment, and second, the
verification of the loade that are being supplied by
the breakers. Confidence levels were developed to
deecribe the level of verification performed for theee
drawings as deecribed below and will be lieted as a
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note to each drawing that has been verified through
this process.

99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Verify by field verification the bus size, ratings,
capacities, pertinent technical information and
relations between pertinent components are accurately
shown on the drawing.

Verify by field verification the loads supplied by the
breakers are correctly shown on the drawing. Load
verification was performed in several ways.

Physically energizing and deenergizing the load
Through previously known equipment tag out process
which verified loads such as equipment PMe and
corrective maintenance work packagee
By visually verifying wires from supply to load
By visually verifying conduit containing supply
wires from the supply to the load and the conduit
does not contain any junctions between the panel
and the load
By visually verifying wires from the supply that
enter conduit that may be concealed or embedded,
however, the same wires are seen leaving the
conduit at the load end, or supporting deeign
drawings show the routing of the wires and conduit
and there is reason to believe that the drawings
are correct (This method primarily used in
verifying non-operational loads on MCC Single
Lines only)

90% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Same as 99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL except that less than 10%
of the loads may have been verified using an
engineering evaluation. Supporting design drawings
were consulted but may not have shown the entire
installation and other documents were used to complete
the evaluation. It is reasonably certain that the
evaluation is correct. The technical aepects of the
equipment have been verified.
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50% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Same as 99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL except that there are
loads that have & been field verified using any of
the listed methods above. The technical aspects of the
equipment have been verified.

5.2 ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Panel echedulee are typically ehown
listing the loads connected to each

in table form,
respective circuit

breaker of the distribution panel being described. It
also provides the technical specifications of the panel
euch ae the bus size, ratinge, capacities and circuit
breaker configuration (eingle pole, double pole, etc.).

There were two aspects to the verification process for
panel schedules. First, the verification of the
technical aspects of the equipment, and eecond, the
verification of the loads that are being eupplied by
the breakers. Confidence levele were developed to
deecribe the level of verification performed for these
panels as described below and will be listed as a note
to each drawing that has been verified through this
process.

99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Verify by field verification the bus size, ratings,
capacities, breaker configuration and pertinent
technical information are accurately shown on the
drawing.

Verify by field verification the loade supplied by each
circuit of the panel are correctly shown on the
drawing. Load verification was performed in eeveral
ways.

Physically energizing and deenergizing the load
Through previously known equipment tag out process
which verified loads such as equipment PMs and
corrective maintenance work packages
By ueing a trace signal to **ringout” the circuit
By visually verifying wires from supply to load
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By visually verifying conduit containing supply
wires from the supply to the load and the conduit
does not contain any junctions between the panel
and the load
By visually verifying wiree from the supply that
enter conduit that may be concealed or embedded,
however, the same wiree are seen leaving the
conduit at the load end, or supporting design
drawings show the routing of the wires and conduit
and there is reason to believe that the drawings
are correct

90% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Same ae 99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL except that less than 10%
of the loads may have been verified using an
engineering evaluation. Supporting design drawings
were consulted but may not have ehown the entire
installation and other documents were used to complete
the evaluation. It is reasonably certain that the
evaluation is correct. The technical aspects of the
equipment have been verified.

80% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Same as 99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL except that less than 20%
of the loads may have been verified using an
engineering evaluation. Supporting design drawinge
were consulted but may not have shown the entire
installation and other documents were used to complete
the evaluation. It is reasonably certain that the
evaluation is correct. The technical aspects of the
equipment have been verified.

50% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Same as 99% CONFIDENCE LEVEL except that there are
loads that have & been field verified using any of
the listed methods above. The technical aspecte of the
equipment have been verified.
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6.0 SUMMARY OF VERIFICATION RESULTS TO DATE

It was learned that the verification process had taken a
much broader scope of work than originally thought. It was
not simply revising the drawing to match the field; but
there were conditions where the field was correct and
drawings wrong. These discrepancies were resolved by direct
change ECNS to the drawings. In many cases the verification
process provided information which added or clarified
existing information. However, there were conditions where
the drawings were correct and the field was wrong. Work
packages were generated to correct these deficiencies.
There were conditions where both drawing and field
condition were wrong and vendor information had to be
consulted; and still other conditions where vendor
information, design drawings and installed equipment were
all showing incorrect or partially correct information and
an engineering evaluation had to be done with frequent
consultations with the manufacturer. Work packages and ECNS
were then generated to correct these deficiencies as
required.

To date, there has been a level of verification performed on
all major electrical SWGRS and MCCS shown on the latest
single lines (H-4-112462 through H-4-112489) with the
exception of MCC B20 and MCC B22 located in Room 605C. The
two MCCe were installed by the SAF project to supply the
automated fuel fabrication line which has no mission and the
equipment never used.

There are approximately 127 panelboards associated with the
FMEF. There hae been a level of verification performed on
all panelboarde (shown on H-4-112460 and H-4-112461) with
the exception of PP-1OO located in Room E125. Many of the
panels contained circuit breakers that supplied loads that
were deferred, inaccessible or not used due to lack of
mission. Because of funding constraints and the
availability of manpower, verification of these loads was
not emphasized and more focus was placed on panels being
utilized in the facility. It must be noted that there are
many I*cordand plug!!connected loade such as HLAN eqUiPment,
computer equipment, vending machines, electric ranges,
refrigerators, etc. that may eventually be removed from the
facility during shutdown and may not be reflected on the
panel schedules. Work packages such as 4M-92-219/W and 4M-
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97-192/W may remain open since the verification process is
continuing.

7.0 CONCLUSION

It is believed that the verification process has improved
the quality of the electrical single lines and panel
schedules tremendously, and although the drawings may not be
entirely perfect at this time, it provides reason to
continue the verification process. It is the intent that
this document be revieed as other drawings are added to the
verification proceee, or be replaced by a more formal
requirements procedure if a mission is identified for the
FMEF in the near future.


